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Abstract
The alignment of business issues with technological service-oriented solutions has proven to
be a crucial aspect of modern business development. In this regard, the provision of methods
to solve the gap between business and technology becomes absolutely necessary. This paper
presents a proposal to systematize that leap by defining a development method centred on the
concept of Architecture. The use of different architectural models at different levels of
abstraction (along with the definition of model transformations between them) allows for the
establishment of a trace between the business-level elements and software elements that are
derived from them. Key benefits of our proposal are, on the one hand, the provision of a
method for business-technology alignment and, on the other hand, the definition of a new
model to represent the structure of a business. This proposal has been refined and validated
using the case of an information system for the management of paediatric percentiles.
Keywords: Business-technology alignment, Architecture-centric development processes,
service-orientation, Model-Driven Development.

1.

Introduction

Many companies are moving towards an economic scheme based on the provision of services
through the clear definition of the capabilities offered [7]. This scheme has evolved so that
services are often presented as a key integral part for conducting businesses today [22]. In this
service-oriented scenario, technology has become a necessary and profitable ally. Thus,
during the past decade, service-orientation has spread to become one of the most important
computing paradigms within modern business [11]. The service concept has therefore served
to align the business with an appropriate software support [4]. In both areas (business and
software), the identification of the participants and the nature of their relationships is crucial.
In this regard, the Architecture can be used as an adequate artefact to progress from the
business domain to the software one, using the service-orientation as paradigmatic base [14].
Using architectural models to represent both business and software architectures is one of
the best approaches that can facilitate the alignment of business with an appropriate software
support [10]. This approach is even more effective in service-oriented environments where
the concept of service can be perfectly used to represent entities in both domains [2].
Following the previous reasoning, in this paper we present an architecture-centric and
service-oriented method for the alignment of business models and software. The basic idea
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relies on the use of architectural models as the central artefact of a software development
process. Furthermore, as already noted, our proposed alignment method uses a model-driven
approach [6], i.e., it contains the definition of models and the specification of transformation
rules between them. We defend that the use of model-based techniques, and more specifically
the use of model transformations, can effectively reduce the gap between the definition of
business services and their transformation into technological services [3].
In this paper we illustrate the feasibility of the proposal by showing its application to a
case study from the real world. Such case study is based on the development of an
information system for managing growth percentiles used by paediatricians to track their
patient’s development.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents an analysis of
some of the most relevant related works. Section 3 presents an overview of the method and
the models included. In Section 4 the proposed alignment process is applied to a case study
and, finally, Section 5 concludes the paper and shows some future work that arise from the
research accomplished.

2.

Related works

With regard to proposals that address the development of service-oriented (based on models
or otherwise) solutions, we find many of them in the European Framework Programme.
Projects like SeCSE [1] addressed the modelling and development of service-oriented
solutions, but without considering the architectural modelling as a central aspect of the
development process. Other projects such as SENSORIA [9] or PLASTIC [20] consider
modelling services in technology, but again consider architecture as a mere additional
modelling artefact.
Related to model-driven development of service-oriented software we also find the case
of Zhang et al. [24] which, like the SCA's proposal [17], considers modelling software
architectures based on components of services as modelling entities top level, but regardless
of business processes or their characteristics. Perovich et al. [19] propose a development
methodology that begins with the definition of CIM models for the architecture and ends up
close to the code level. This proposal, however, does not include support for behavioural
models or model transformations.
Finally, we would like to mention two initiatives from the commercial scope that address
the development of a technological solution from the description of the business and which
are focused on the architecture. On the one hand, Motion Lite [14], which enables the
development of Web services but, although Microsoft claims that the defined process is
traceable and “partially automated”, there is no clear reference as to what their models or the
transformation rules are. Moreover, IBM has defined CBM (Component Business Model) to
define “business transformation, prioritizing the strategic objectives and linking solutions
through traditional applications or SOA solutions” [24].

3.

General description of the method and models included

As it is shown on the left side of Fig. 1, in our proposed method the Architecture is located in
the centre of the development process. At the business-level a concrete model of the
architecture reflecting the business structure is defined. The software architecture is defined at
a lower level of abstraction, where it is related to other aspects of the software under
development such as the interface or behaviour. Opposite, the right side of Fig. 1, shows the
specific models involved in the proposal. This separation in models is done according to the
abstraction levels defined by MDA [15] and includes the definition of a set of model
transformation rules (not shown here for the sake of clarity).
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Fig. 1. Overview of the architecture-centric method.

In the following we briefly describe the models that we propose to represent, separately, the
business context, the modelling of the architecture, and the behavioural aspect:
• Modelling the business context. The information reflected in this level refers to
commercial activities and the exchange of value that occur as part of the business, as
well as defining the specific business processes involved. The models proposed are
[5](De Castro et al., 2011): a value model, which represents a set of values and
exchange activities conducted by business actors; and a business process model,
created to understand and describe business processes related to the environment in
which the system is used. The notations used for those models are e3value [8] for the
former model and BPMN [16] for the later.
• Modelling the Architecture. For modelling the Architecture we propose the
definition of three different models: a business structure architectural model at the
Computational Independent Model (CIM) level, that includes all the entities involved
in the business and the relationships established among them (contracts); a software
architectural model at the Platform Independent Model (PIM) level, which includes a
reformulation and extension of the contents of the previous model but focused on
conceptual services instead (PIM level); and, finally, a Web Service architectural
model at the Platform Specific Model (PSM) level, containing information collected
at PIM level and making use of the concepts related to Web services technologies
[23]. All models are represented by extended UML class diagrams [12].
• Modelling the behaviour. Architectural models allow the identification of the
structure of the software to implement. However, the specific behaviour needs to be
modelled independently. For this purpose, the method presented in this paper defines
three models: two at PIM level which are a service composition model and an
extended service composition model, both of them represented with UML activity
diagrams, and gathering information about the workflow necessary to carry out a
service; and one at PSM level, Web Service interface model, that will be instanced as
many times as required to describe the interface of every Web Service implemented
in the system.

4.

Business-Technology Alignment: Application to a Case Study

This section presents the set of steps containing the proposed alignment process illustrated by
its application to a case study. In this paper we will only refer to the models corresponding to
the architecture since its main objective is to show the benefits behind following an
architecture-centric process. This way, we will show the business structure, the conceptual
software and Web services models of the case study.
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The case study we have used to validate the process is based on the development of an
information system for the management of children percentiles at the Rey Juan Carlos
Hospital (Móstoles, Spain) that seeks to improve the monitoring of its growth by both parents
and by medical practitioners. It consists of a mobile application intended for parents, which
allows visualizing and editing growth charts and immunization schedules among other
features; and a desktop application for paediatricians, which can send notifications or request
data synchronization percentile for better monitoring. Both the mobile and the desktop
application communicate through a Web service-based underlying secured layer.
In the following subsections we explain each step given to leap from a description of the
structure of the business scenario of the case study to the representation of the architecture of
the implementation of the information system provided as solution to such working scenario.
4.1. Step 1: Obtaining the architecture of the business structure
The first step of the proposed method is to provide a complete representation of the business
situation of the case study. To do this we start modelling all the services and values identified
in the scope of the business scenario modelling a business value model. To obtain it, it was
necessary to speak directly with the health professionals who indicated us the business needs
to cover. For example, from the point of view of the paediatrician, it was required for the
information system to create, the ability to synchronize data from different children. Another
business activity mentioned was that, from the point of view of the parents taking advantage
of part of the information system to be created, they wanted that it should be possible to
graphically display the growth percentiles according to the standard WHO (World Health
Organization) charts.
Knowing all these business needs allowed us to identify the services (understood as
business activities) that the information system should provide to both paediatricians and
parents (identified as actors in the business scenario). Alongside with this value model, we
also proposed to model the characteristics of each of the processes involved in this business
scenario. This was done through the creation of a business process model in BPMN notation.
However, and according to the main aim of this paper, the first set of model
transformations that define our process refers to the objective of obtaining a business
structure architectural model. This was done using as source both the value model and the
business process models. The result is the model shown in Fig. 2.

«businessContract»
HRJC_HRJC

«outerProvider»
Paediatricians

«businessContract»
PED_HRJC

+

«innerProvider»
Rey Juan Carlos
Hospital

«businessContract»
PAD_HRJC

«outerProvider»
Parents

+

+

«serviceType»
Rey Juan Carlos Hospital::
Patient Management

«serviceType»
Paediatricians::Sincronization

«serviceType»
Parents::
Percentile Update

provider

provider

«serviceContract»
PED_HRJC::S_N

«serviceContract»
HRJC_HRJC::PM_N

«serviceContract»
PAD_HRJC::PU_N

consumer
consumer

«serviceType»
Rey Juan Carlos Hospital::Notification

consumer

Fig. 2. Business structure architectural model.

provider
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In Fig. 2, business entities (parents and paediatricians) have become service providers
(inner/outerProvider). The architectural element that acts as a connector in this model is the
business contract (businessContract). This element appears whenever an object of value is
exchanged between two actors in the value model. Although service providers are entities that
take the responsibility of the business situation, who actually perform the business activities
are the services. As such, value activities will be transformed directly into services
(serviceType). To illustrate the importance of having defined previously an additional (and
independent) business process model, it is possible to discuss how the activity “percentile
update” that exists in such model (not shown here) is used as a source to include in the
architectural model a particular service which is responsible for carrying out such tasks.
4.2. Step 2: Obtaining the software architecture
Once the business structure has been modelled, our method facilitates the progression in the
development of the system. To achieve that we take as input the business structure
architectural model and a set of transformation rules to obtain a preliminary version of the
software architecture. In parallel, the service composition model corresponding to the
behavioural aspect of the system to create is also required. The software architectural model
for the case study is shown in Fig. 3. This is obtained by applying model transformation rules
associated to the proposed method as well as the already mentioned behavioural models (not
included here).
The core elements of this model represent the conceptual structure of the software to
implement. The origin of each is as follows: services and service types are derived from
business services modelled in the business structure architectural model. For instance, for the
case study, the service requesting the information recorded by the parents in their mobile
application has been transformed directly into a software service (PAD_FrontEnd).
«service»
RJCH::PAD_FrontEnd
SERVID = 0001
variant = interaction
«sOp» updPercentile()
«sOp» getVaccineCalendar()
«asOp» getNews()
«sOp» updChildData()

consumer
«innerProvider»
RJCH
«serviceContract»RJCH::PADFE_N
«IP» getPadData = Query_Response
«IP» getLatestNews = Query_Response

«service»
RJCH::PED_FrontEnd
SERVID = 0002
variant = interaction
«sOp» synchData()
«sOp» populatePatientClinicalData()
«asOp» sendNews()
«asOp» getPercentileGraph()

«serviceContract»RJCH::PEDFE_N
«IP» createPad = Query_Response
«IP» sendNews = Query_Response
consumer
consumer

«serviceContract»RJCH::GP_N
«IP» retrieveClinicalHistory = Query_Response

provider

provider
«serviceType»
RJCH::Notification
variant = orchestrator
«asOp» getPadData()
«sOp» getLatestNews()
«asOp» createPad()
«asOp» sendNews()
consumer
«serviceContract»RJCH::SM_N
«IP» decryptData = Query_Response
«IP» encryptData = Query_Response

«serviceType»
RJCH::Patient Management
variant = information

provider

provider

«sOp» retrieveClinicalHistory()
«serviceType»
RJCH::Security Manager
variant = processing
«sOp» encryptData()
«sOp» decryptData()

Fig. 3. Software architectural model at PIM level.
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The model shown in Fig. 3 also contains other services that do not come directly from the
business architecture (such as the SecurityManager), but depend on the architectural design
chosen by the developers. As in the aforementioned case of services, we defined
transformations to specify the relationships between the different conceptual services (service
contracts), service operations (understood as individual functional units associated with each
service, which in this case we obtain from the service composition model which in turn are
obtained from the business process model) and the message exchange patterns established
between services.
4.3. Step 3: Obtaining the Web Services Architecture
The final architectural model is the one that represents the elements that will be implemented
as software artefacts and according to the characteristics of the Web Services technologies.
The conceptual architectural elements are transformed into entities from which it will be
possible to generate code snippets and service interfaces. The resulting Web Service
architectural model for the case study is shown in Fig. 4.
«serviceContract»
RJCH::CFE_CEP
messageCoding = HTTP_GET
«MEP» synchData = In_Out
«MEP» populatePatientClinicalData = In_Out
«MEP» sendNews = In_Out
«MEP» getPercentileGraph = In_Out

«WSInterface»
RJCH::Ped_FrontEnd
synchData()
populatePatientClinicalData()
sendNews()
getPercentileGraph()

consumer

«WSService»
RJCH::Ped_FrontEnd
URL = pd.hrjc.com
URN = PDPedFrontEnd
«WSResource»
RJCH::Ped_EntryPage
«uses»description = WebService
«ServOp» synchData()
location = pd.hrjc.com/index.html
«ServOp» populatePatientClinicalData()
description = WebPage
«ServOp» sendNews()
«ServOp» getPercentileGraph()
provider

«WSInterface»
RJCH::PADFE_Interface2
updPercentile()
getVaccineCalendar()
getNews()
updChildData()

«WSService»
consumer
provider
RJCH::Pad_FrontEnd
URL = pd.hrjc.com
URN = PDPad_FrontEnd
«WSResource»
description = WebService
«uses» RJCH::Pad_EntryPage
«ServOp» updPercentile()
Location = PercentDroid.apk
«ServOp» getVaccineCalendar()
description = MobileApp
«ServOp» getNews()
«ServOp» updChildData()

consumer
«serviceAgent»
RJCH

«serviceContract»
RJCH::PED_N
messageCoding = SOAP
«MEP» createPad = In_Out
«MEP» sendNews = In_Out

«WSService»
RJCH::Patient Management
URL = pd.hrjc.com
URN = GestionPacientes
description = WebService
«ServOp»
reterieveClinicalHistory()
«controls»

consumer

«WSInterface»
RJCH::N_Interface1

«WSInterface»
RJCH::N_Interface2

createPad()
sendNews()

getPadData()
getLatestNews()

provider

provider

«WSResource»
RJCH::PercentDroid_Storage
Location = @PD_DB
description = DB

«serviceContract»
RJCH::PADFE_PEP
messageCoding = HTTP_GET
«MEP» updPercentile = In_Out
«MEP» getVaccineCalendar = In_Out
«MEP» getNews = In_Out
«MEP» updChildData = In_Out

«WSInterface»
RJCH::GP_Interface1

«serviceType»
RJCH::Notification
URL = pd.hrjc.com
URN = PDNotification
description = BPEL
«ServOp» getPadData()
«ServOp» getLatestNews()
«ServOp» createPad()
«ServOp» sendNews()

«serviceContract»
RJCH::PAD_N
messageCoding = SOAP
«MEP» getPadData = In_Out
«MEP» getLatestNews = In_Out

provider
consumer

«serviceContract»
RJCH::GP_N
messageCoding = SOAP
«MEP» retrieveClinicalHistory = In_Out

retrieveClinicalHistory()

Fig. 4. Web Service Architectural model of the PSM level.

The transformation rules applied to obtain the model in Fig. 4 revolve around the
definition of the Web service as main architectural element. This way, in our case study for
example, the conceptual service that synchronizes percentiles (PED_FrontEnd), which can be
traced to (and are therefore aligned with) the value activity initially modelled at business
level, is automatically transformed into a Web service. Other elements that are semi-
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automatically obtained are, for instance, the resources managed by the services
(WSResource), derived from service type defined at the conceptual level (processing,
information, interaction, etc.) or service operations (ServOp) as atomic service capabilities
derived directly from the service operations defined at the level of the conceptual architecture
(step 2).
4.4. The front-end application for Android
The previous architectural model serves the developers as starting point to implement several
elements of the proposed information system. For example, the mobile app that is given to
parents to keep track of the growing of their children is the result programming an Android
app derived from the existence of the architectural element Pad_EntryPage, identified as
WSResource (and given the value “MobileApp” to its description attribute).
This app acts as front-end resource for the information system developed from the
parents’ perspective. It is not in the scope of the current work to show the modelling of
mobile interfaces which is a work currently under development to be included as part of the
whole alignment framework.
In Fig.5 it is possible to see an overview of the working interface developed for this
mobile app (PercentDroid). Texts in the screenshots are in Spanish since the intended users
are currently restricted to Spain.

Internet

Rey Juan Carlos Hospital

Fig. 5. Overview of the PercentDroid mobile app.

4.5. Lessons learned
The first lesson we have obtained from the application of the proposed method to the case
presented is that the use of a specific architectural model for the business structure eases
tackling the problem of alignment between business and software. The defined high-level
models contain elements that can be easily transformed into software architectural elements.
After the application of the proposal we have confirmed that the alignment is much easier
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than with traditional development methods since the problem can be reduced to an alignment
between architectural models.
In this sense, the decision to use a service-oriented approach to software development
may also increase the business alignment with the software thanks to the use of serviceorientation as shared paradigm and vocabulary. When understood from a perspective of value
activities and value exchanges, it is easier to align a business scenario with a service-oriented
software architecture than with other architectures following different paradigms. Service
orientation has particular characteristics that are much closer to the business concepts so it is
possible to represent much easier the any underlying supporting software [11]. As stated in
[18] service-orientation creates service level abstractions that correspond with how a business
really works.
Finally, the use of model transformations makes explicit the alignment of business and
software. The definition of transformations between elements of different models adds other
important advantages to this process, such as the ability to manage traceability relationships
between the high-level business processes and the service-oriented software systems that
support them [21].

5.

Conclusions and future lines of research

In this paper we have presented an architecture-centric and model-driven method in order to
address the challenge of aligning business processes with software solutions through service
orientation. The fact of considering the architecture as a central artefact of the alignment
process allows us to recognize, quite early in the development process, the key elements of
the business structure and their interactions thanks of the concept of service. Using a modelbased approach for this alignment process further reduces the complexity because it allows
the business elements specified in business models to be converted into increasingly detailed
(and near the target software) architecture elements. Thus, the structural information is
transferred from the business scope to the software layers via service-oriented architectural
models. In this regard, as an additional contribution of this work, we have described the
definition of a new business model: the business structure architectural model. This model
offers a new vision of business that complements other well-known models such as the value
model or the business process model.
The proposed process has been refined and validated through its application to a real case
study of the healthcare sector. The objective was to help managing the information about the
development and growth of paediatric patients. Despite all the benefits and features of our
proposal, we are working on several lines of research associated with the defined process. On
the one hand, we are working to complete the development of a set of modelling toolkits that
support the proposed architecture-centric method. On the other hand, we would also like to
note that we are currently applying the method presented in some other case studies in the
field of healthcare services in cardiology.
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